Abstract-Functional electrical stimulation (FES) enables restoration of movement in individuals with spinal cord injury. FES-based devices use electric current pulses to stimulate and excite the intact peripheral nerves. They produce muscle contractions, generate joint torques, and thus, joint movements. Since the underlying neuromuscular-skeletal system is highly nonlinear and time-varying, feedback control is necessary for accurate control of the generated movement. However, classical feedback/closed-loop control algorithms have so far failed to provide satisfactory performance and were not able to guarantee stability of the closed-loop system. Because of this, only open-loop controlled FES devices are in clinical use in spite of their limitations.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
UNCTIONAL electrical stimulation (FES) enables restoration of functional movement in paralyzed individuals whose lower motoneurons remain intact [1] . In FES, an electric field generated by current pulses delivered via one or more surface or implantable electrodes is used to excite the intact peripheral nerves, which subsequently leads to generation of action potentials that propagate to the muscles and cause them to contract. These muscle contractions produce joint torques, and thus joint movements. The above-mentioned FES principles are used in neuroprosthetic devices to restore, for example, hand grasp, standing or walking. To achieve a desired movement, FES has to be applied in an appropriate way. One way of generating (controlling) the movement is to deliver the stimulation pulses in an open-loop way. The generated movement is, however, not assessed (sensed), and there is no correction applied to the stimulation in case of deviation of Some open and closed-loop FES control strategies that were designed and tested so far were described in [2] . The open-loop FES control performance was however found unsatisfactory for accurate movement control due to existing parameter variations (e.g., muscle fatigue), inherent time-variance, time-delay, and strong nonlinearities present in the neuromuscular-skeletal system (plant to be controlled). The nonlinearities are present in muscle activation relation, muscle dynamics, and skeletal dynamics. Closed-loop control is thus necessary for accurate control of movement [3] , [4] , and adaptive closed-loop strategies are obviously the most suitable candidates to tackle the FES control problem. Unfortunately, it turned out that closed-loop controller design for FES applications is a rather hard problem [5] . So far classical closed-loop control algorithms have failed to provide satisfactory performance and were not able to guarantee stability, a desired property of the controlled system that was seldom addressed in FES applications. Currently, only open-loop controlled FES devices are in clinical use in spite of their limitations.
Still, recent research efforts dealing with closed-loop control of FES yielded some improvements. For example, in the last decade, neural networks have been incorporated into the control schemes as they are able to learn complex nonlinear mappings (see, e.g., [2] , [6] , and [7] ). Their application yielded better tracking performance, but stability issues remained unresolved due to their black-box structure. Another disadvantage of neural networks is that they are too slow for on-line adaptation and need to be trained off-line. In the case of parameter variation, when FES is applied to different subjects, neural networks often need to be retrained, which is a time consuming procedure. Some other recent FES control approaches included the use of switched/finite-state driven controller schemes for standing up, sitting down, and walking [8] - [10] . These approaches outperformed open-loop control, but still did not achieve very good performance and were unable to guarantee stability. However, they are important as they address different hierarchical control levels and can as well easily integrate the intentions of the patient, which gives the patient increased feelings of safety.
Several groups have recently developed and tested some modern model-based control approaches to control unsupported standing in paraplegia. Unsupported standing would increase the workspace of normally wheelchair dependent paraplegic subjects or could be used as a rehabilitation exercise (important for balance retraining, bone density, cardio-vascular system etc.). Explored control approaches included Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) design [11] - [13] , RST pole-placement [14] , and robust control theory [15] to design FES controllers that controlled ankle joint torque or ankle joint torque and angular position. However, the problem to control standing is a problem where a static, constant reference angle needs to be maintained (tracked). Future developments and experiments need to be done in order to test the suitability of the developed approaches to address control of FES induced limb movement (with tracking of reference movement trajectories).
The goal of our research was to address the closed-loop FES control design for tracking of limb movement. Our approach was a model-based, nonlinear controller design that guarantees stability and good tracking performance. The design is based on the so-called sliding mode (SM) control theory, which was developed in the 1970s [16] - [18] , and was successfully applied, among others, in the robotics field [19] , [20] . The SM control is inherently adaptive, and robust to parameter variations. Its application in the FES was suggested for the first time in [21] , but was until very recently never realized or directly applied to a real neuromuscular-skeletal system. This was likely due to high complexity of the underlying system. Also, some of the system states are unmeasurable, but would be needed in sliding mode control law calculations. One of the main contributions of our controller design was actually to exploit the special structure of the plant model, which enabled us to avoid the problem of unmeasurable states. The sliding mode FES controller was designed to control shank movement induced by quadriceps stimulation (knee joint angle position control). The controller performance was first examined in extensive computer simulations and later tested on healthy and spinal cord injured (SCI) subjects. The controller design and simulation results were already published in two conference articles [22] , [23] , but are included again for the sake of completeness.
II. METHODS
A. Neuromuscular-Skeletal Human Knee Model
The human knee model that was used for the controller design consists of three main parts: muscle activation, muscle contraction dynamics, and skeletal dynamics (dynamical equation of motion). The model is a continuous variable model and simulates the effect of electrical stimulation of the knee flexors/extensors on the generated shank movement. The model is two-dimensional (2-D) and the knee joint has one degree of freedom. The model input is the pulsewidth PW (or analogously the current amplitude) of the square-wave current pulses, and the model output is the knee joint kinematics. Chosen model parameters represent a generic (average) person. The parameter values were determined based on experimental data found in literature and by identification/model-validation experiments performed by the group of Dr. Riener, who developed the model. Modeling details were published in [8] and [24] .
In our simulations, a sitting position was assumed, with 0 knee joint angle corresponding to 90 knee flexion, and 90 knee joint angle corresponding to full knee extension. In experiments (see below), a slightly different posture and leg position had to be used. Only one muscle model (vastii) was used in the controller design, however, the effect of one or two closed-loop controlled/stimulated muscles (vastii and biceps femoris) was evaluated in computer simulations. The experiments were performed with quadriceps muscle being stimulated by surface electrodes (see below).
The muscle activation block models nerve fiber recruitment with a straight line between the stimulation threshold ( or 100 ) and the saturation at . In [8] and [24] , a sum of two arctan functions and an offset was used to approximate the recruitment curve, but here we have used a piecewise affine approximation instead. The effect of temporal summation and Calcium release and reuptake dynamics was modeled by two identical first order transfer functions (time constants for different muscles had different values, i.e., 0.05 and 0.1 s for vastii and biceps femoris respectively), and the model also included a time-delay of 25 ms that accounted for action potential propagation along the nerve, the neuromuscular junction and the muscle. The muscle fatigue effect was incorporated into the model by multiplication of a time-varying parameter with the normalized muscle activation. The time variation of this additionally introduced parameter called fitness function was governed by a differential equation that also depended on the stimulation frequency. The stimulation frequency had an effect on muscle fatigue and dynamics (see [8] and [24] for more details). In the muscle contraction dynamics block, a modified Hilltype muscle model was implemented. The absolute muscle force was thus calculated by a product of muscle activation, muscle force-velocity, and muscle force-length relations. Muscle fiber length and velocity were derived from the knee joint angle and angular velocity, and from the corresponding moment arms.
The skeletal dynamics block calculates the knee joint angle and velocity from a second-order nonlinear differential equation driven by the sum of active and passive knee joint torques. The active knee joint torque is a product of the muscle force and the moment arm, and was scaled to 30%-70% of the average person's torque in order to account for the reduced performance of paralyzed muscles. Passive knee joint torques consisted of linear viscous damping , nonlinear knee elasticity (modeled by a double exponential function), and gravity terms.
B. The Sliding Mode FES Controller Design
The neuromuscular-skeletal model was translated into a statespace representation needed for the controller design. The resulting system is (1) whereby the following notation was used:
• release-reuptake time constant for the vastii muscle;
• : time-delay stemming from action potential propagation and delay associated with release from sarcoplasmatic reticulum; • : static piecewise-linear recruitment curve; • : total moment of inertia; • : input to the model (pulse-width or pulse amplitude of the current pulses at stimulation frequency of 20 Hz). The model has a special structure since the derivatives of and do not depend on , and the derivatives of and do not depend on and . Therefore, it can be split into two subsystems as follows: (2) The state variable can now be regarded as an input to the subsystem 1 and as an output of the subsystem 2, which is driven by the input . It is important to note that and can be measured, but and can not. can also be obtained from by differentiation. Because the states and are unmeasurable, we were not able to design a full-state sliding mode controller for the system (1). However, the special structure (2) allowed us to design a sliding mode controller for the first subsystem, and then to invert the subsystem 2 in order to cancel its dynamics and to design an overall FES controller for (1) . Approximate inversion of the subsystem 2 was used because of the presence of the time-delay and saturation.
The basic idea behind the sliding mode control [16] , [17] , [25] is to define a sliding surface (submanifold) in the vectorspace and to generate a control law (sliding mode control) that will force the system trajectory to reach the sliding surface in a finite time, and that will ensure that the subsequent evolution of the system trajectory will remain on the sliding surface (this latter mode is called a sliding mode). The sliding mode usually describes the error dynamics and forces the error to asymptotically decay to zero.
The sliding surface is defined as . If we select the control law to guarantee condition [condition (A)] then the sliding mode surface will necessarily be reached (because (A) implies for and vice versa; i.e. the function s will decrease if positive and increase if negative). This can be achieved by the following discontinuous control law:
where is a positive constant.
The control law that will furthermore ensure that will remain zero [sliding mode, condition (B)] can be calculated from the formula . This control is called the equivalent control,
. The two conditions A and B guarantee the reachability and stability of the sliding mode.
As a first step of the FES controller design, an asymptotically stable sliding mode (SM) controller was designed for the first subsystem. The sliding surface was selected as (4) where the error is defined as the difference between the reference and actual angular position , respectively, velocity . This choice of the sliding surface was also motivated by the backstepping sliding mode design, see e.g., [25] , because if equals then we achieve asymptotic stabilization of the position error since . In our 2-D case, the sliding surface represents a line through the origin of the error (phase) plane with the line having a slope . The control law that combines conditions (A) and (B) for our problem is then given by (5) It can easily be seen by definition (4) and by inserting (5) into (1) that this discontinuous control law achieves asymptotical stability of knee joint angle and velocity ( and ), since after the sliding mode is reached it follows that:
Since it is well known that the discontinuous sliding mode control law introduces chattering (due to high-frequency switching of the controller signal when crossing the sliding surface) [18] , [25] , we have tested also the continuous sliding mode control law, where the discontinuous term was replaced by a continuous one, . The continuous sliding mode control law was reported to be able to reduce chattering [19] , [26] .
After calculating the sliding mode control law for the first subsystem, we will now deal with the approximate inversion of the subsystem 2. By neglecting the time-delay ( was neglected in the current controller design), we obtain the following implicit expression for :
Since the magnitude of the first term in (7) is smaller than the magnitude of the other two terms (and in order to avoid double differentiation required in (7) and, thus, to reduce the associated sensitivity to noise) the expression in (7) was approximated by its last two terms only, and further low-pass filtered with a first order filter with a time-constant . This simplification is justified by the fact that the norm (calculated for a walking trajectory over one movement period) of the second term represents 25% of the norm of the third term, and the norm of the first term only 3% of the norm of the third term. The expression (8) with additionally introduced offset-term and gains and that inverted the effects of the recruitment saturation function was at the end used in all simulations and experiments to calculate the controller output . The term in (8) equals the expression for from (5). The offset term was added because of the dead-zone characteristics (stimulation threshold) of the static recruitment curve (8) The control output (8) was further bounded between the threshold and stimulation saturation levels, and ran through a zero-order hold (ZOH) block that had the sampling time equal to the stimulation frequency (as the stimulation pulses can only be delivered at this frequency). The controller block-diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the output of the controller 1 is given by (5) , and the output of the controller 2 by (8) .
Both variants, the FES controller with discontinuous and continuous sliding mode control law were evaluated in simulations, but in experiments only the continuous variant was used as it expectedly yielded better simulation results (reduced chattering). In this manuscript we, therefore, only include results with the continuous sliding mode controller, whereas simulation results with the discontinuous sliding mode controller were reported in [22] .
C. Computer Simulations
The simulations were performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK software environment with Runge-Kutta solver and integration time-step of 1 ms. The stimulation frequency was 20 Hz. Tracking performance for step movements as well as ramps and actual knee joint angle trajectories with amplitudes of 60 and periods of 1, 2, 4, and 8 s were tested.
In the simulations we have first systematically explored the effect of the controller parameters and on the tracking performance and stability. The theoretical effect of the controller parameters and is, first, how fast the sliding manifold will be reached (proportional to 1/k), and, second, how fast the trajectory will slide along the sliding surface toward the origin (proportional to ). The tracking performance was assessed by calculation of the root-mean-square (RMS) tracking error and by trajectory evolution in the phase plane. The parameters , , and were tuned to achieve best controller performance (achieved for , , , and ) and was in simulations set to 1. It is actually clear from the theory that equals the time-constant of the vastii Ca dynamics, and equals the stimulation threshold.
can be related to the slope of the recruitment saturation function.
Furthermore we have also examined the controller performance in the case of added sensor noise (band-limited noise whose variance could be varied was added to the joint angle measurement), and in the case of deliberately introduced plantmodel mismatch. The latter robustness analysis was performed by varying the estimates of the model terms , , , and used in the SM control law by 50%, 20%, 20%, and 50%, and by comparing the achieved RMS tracking errors with the nominal tracking error. Relative increases/decreases in the tracking errors were calculated and plotted in polar plots (see below).
D. Actual Experiments
The experiments were performed using a special experimental set-up consisting of the robotic orthosis Lokomat [27] , the Compex Motion stimulator [28] , and personal computers running MATLAB package xPC that was used to build and execute the real-time code. The Lokomat is a special robotic orthosis for rehabilitation of locomotion in SCI and stroke patients. It has actuated left and right hip and knee joints (four degrees of freedom). Its movement is conventionally controlled by independent joint proportional derivative position control, whereby the built-in potentiometers are used for the joint angle measurement. The Lokomat was used as a supporting tool in order to provide an easy but reliable fixation of the subject and of the subject's legs. An advantage of using the Lokomat to perform these experiments was also that the knee joint angle could be measured by an built-in Lokomat angular position sensor.
The experimental verification of the controller performance was carried out on six healthy and two SCI subjects. The experiments were performed by placing two surface electrodes connected to the Compex Motion stimulator over the left quadriceps muscle and by strapping the subject into the Lokomat (Fig. 2) . The Lokomat itself was controlled so that the right leg position was fixed to standing condition and that the thigh of the left leg was fixed at 40 . The left shank of the subject was allowed to freely swing (with almost no friction), which was achieved by controlling the left Lokomat knee drive to zero force. By this special control, the inertia of the Lokomat and its effects on the subject's lower limb were made negligible. The Lokomat knee angle sensor was used to measure the knee joint angle and to calculate the corresponding knee joint velocity signals that were needed for feedback. The controller output was a biphasic current pulse with an amplitude between zero and, typically, 55-65 mA, a pulse width of 200 , and a stimulation frequency of 20 Hz. The maximal current amplitude sufficient to fully extend the knee was determined experimentally before the actual trials. In the case of one SCI patient, a higher maximal current (125 mA) was needed due to the presence of muscle atrophy.
We have tested stability and tracking performance for step and ramp movements as well as for a real walking trajectory movement. Tested periods ranged from 1 to 8 s, and the duration of a trial was 20 s in order to avoid muscle fatigue (between the trials we always had a pause of about 1 min). The controller performance was tuned by changing the controller parameters , , , , and . The RMS tracking error was calculated for well-tuned controllers and across different trials and subjects. Since only the knee extensors were stimulated and evaluated in the experiments, we report in this manuscript only on the simulation results related to the stimulation of the knee extensor muscle. Simulation results related to the stimulation of the flexor/extensor muscle pair were reported in [22] and [23] .
III. RESULTS
A. Simulation Results
The system was stable in all simulations. A typical result of tracking a real walking trajectory with a period of 2 s and amplitude of 63 is shown in Fig. 3(a) . A very good tracking was achieved (in spite of the fast period), with a RMS error being equal to 2.92 (approx. 4.6% of the peak-peak amplitude). The corresponding phase-plot in the error plane is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The trajectory was controlled from the initial position and velocity error point (marked with a circle in the top/right corner) toward the sliding manifold (line), and after reaching the sliding manifold remained in the vicinity of the origin (zero position and velocity errors). The controller parameters also had an effect on the tracking error. This was systematically examined for periodic ramp movements with a period of 2 s and an amplitude of 60 . The results are summarized in Fig. 4(a) . The smallest RMS tracking error was achieved for and , and was equal to 2.92 . Even better tracking results (smoother movement) than shown in Fig. 3(a) was ignored in the plant model (set to 0 ms). In this case the actual knee joint angle was almost identical as the desired angle plotted with solid line in the top panel of the Fig. 3(a) . Time-delay, in turn, introduced oscillations of the actual angle around the desired angle trajectory. These oscillations increased with increased and (e.g., for and k 10) and were the reason for increased tracking errors shown in the last row/column of Fig. 4(a) .
The oscillations also increased when we added the measurement noise to the knee joint angle measurement. However, the system remained stable and the controller performance was still good (but worse than in absence of the time-delay and/or measurement noise).
The robustness of the controller performance to modeling errors (model/controller parameter mismatch) was systematically examined by introducing a modeling mismatch of 20% and 50% into control law terms, and by calculating the RMS tracking errors for different mismatches while tracking a ramp movement with a period of 2 s and amplitude of 60 . The controller parameters were set to and 8, and (nominal error for the case of exact model/controller term match was 4.77 for ). It could be observed that the robustness increased for higher k compared to . For the relative increases/decreases in the RMS tracking error were plotted in a polar plot [ Fig. 4(b) ]. If the tracking error for specific parameter term mismatch was greater than the nominal error, the resulting relative error point layed outside the unit circle, and if the tracking error was smaller, the resulting relative error point was inside the unit circle area. As we can see in Fig. 4(b) , the tracking error remained the same or even decreased in all cases but for a 50% underestimated fitness term, , where the error increased by approximately 1.5 times . Fig. 4(b) , thus, demonstrates the inherent robustness of the developed controller, which was further confirmed in the experiments.
B. Experimental Results
The best controller performance was achieved by selecting and to have values between 5 and 10 (typically both values equaled 8).
Higher and values led to more oscillatory tracking. The values for ranged from 250 to 400, from 450 to 950 (once 1800 and once 2000), and always equaled 0.01 to translate the controller output value of 500 to 5 V, which corresponded to maximal stimulation current. was equal to 0.05 and to 0.01. The values for the above parameters were selected independently for each subject such that the response of the controlled system was as good as possible. Full examination (determination of optimal parameter values) was not possible due to limited experimental time. In many trials there was no need to change the controller parameters that were used earlier on a different subject.
Still, the sliding mode FES controller achieved good tracking results and remained stable in all experiments. Instability was never observed. There was no qualitative or quantitative difference in performance when controlling the movement of the shank in the case of healthy and SCI subjects (except in the case of a patient with severe muscular atrophy).
The achieved RMS tracking errors when controlling movements with 20 amplitude are listed in Table I , in the left part of the table. Relative tracking errors calculated by dividing the RMS errors by the peak-to-peak (P-P) amplitude of the corresponding movement are shown in Table I in the right part (for all movements with amplitudes ranging from 20 to 30 ). The RMS tracking errors typically amounted to 2.5 to 5.5 . The mean relative errors equaled 21.6%, 17.5%, and 23.8% for step, ramp, and knee walking trajectory movements, respectively. The tracking errors in one patient were larger than in the other experiments due to the presence of muscle atrophy. How- ever, the tracking errors with the other patient were in most cases smaller than with healthy subjects. Fig. 5(a) shows an example of controlled step movement (exp8, healthy subject, RMS error 3.38 ). The top panel shows the desired (solid line) and measured knee joint angle (dashed line), and the bottom panel the corresponding controller output (amplitude of the stimulation current). Smaller angles correspond to knee extension and larger angles to knee flexion.
After the step, small oscillations around the desired angular value can be observed. These oscillations typically increased with increased gain or increased and , and could be reduced by decreasing these parameters. Fig. 5(b) shows the controlled step movement in case of a paraplegic patient (exp11, RMS error 3.56 ). Tracking of ramp movements with a period of 4 s is shown in Fig. 6(a) (exp16, healthy subject, RMS error 4 .37 ) and 6(b) (exp11, patient, RMS error 2.49 ). Two examples of Figs. 5 and 6 , but the tracked movement in the case of (a) the healthy subject was an actual knee joint walking trajectory with a period of 2 s, whereas in the case of (b) the SCI individual, the tracked movement was an actual knee joint walking trajectory with a period of 4 s. tracking a real knee joint angle walking trajectory are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 7(b) (A: exp15, healthy subject, RMS error 5.90 , period 2 s; B: exp11, patient, RMS error 2.50 , period 4 s). In Fig. 7(a) we can see that the controller output saturated at 5 V (maximal current) during periods of maximal knee extension, and that the desired extension levels could not be reached. Fig. 8 demonstrates tracking of a faster movement recorded in exp10 (healthy subject). Fig. 8(a) shows tracking of a ramp with period of 2 s (RMS error 3.86 ), and Fig. 8(b) tracking of the knee walking trajectory with a period of 1 s (RMS error 5.38 ). In the latter case we can see that the controller achieved the desired maximal extension, however the system was too slow to reach the desired flexion (downward movement) fast enough. The controller had to work in a kind of bang-bang regime in order to try to track such a fast movement.
IV. DISCUSSION
To the knowledge of the authors the developed FES controller represents the first FES controller that is purely modelbased and guarantees stability in a system and control theoretical manner. Instability was never observed neither in simulations nor in experiments. The controller performance in experiments was good, but worse than in simulations. This can be attributed to quite high levels of sensor noise and unavoidable model-plant mismatches. More precise identification of model parameters in case of each specific subject might lead to better performance, but is very time consuming and should, thus, be avoided. The sliding mode design was chosen just to automatically provide robustness for plant-model mismatch, and to avoid the need of precise model parameter identification and tuning. Moreover, most of the controller parameters (e.g., ,
, , , ) are difficult or impossible to be estimated individually. We believe that we have succeeded in designing a robust FES controller, as the controller worked well during experiments with just average parameters and was only tuned by changing a small set of parameters (for example, the inertia of the plant used in control law calculation was never changed during experiments even though the mass of the subjects varied from subject to subject). Many times, there was even no need to modify the controller parameters that were used in an earlier experiment on another subject.
More promise to improve the performance of the presented controller lies in the following approaches: 1. reduction of the sensor noise, since simulations have shown that sensor noise greatly impairs the performance, and 2., employment of additional techniques to compensate for the time-delay , since the simulations have again shown that the time-delay is greatly responsible for worse performance versus simulations that neglected the presence of the time-delay in the plant. Some approaches to address 2 could include the theory of Model Predictive Control or the theory of Smith Predictor. These could easily be designed to deal with the time-delay present in the linear subsystem 2.
Another possibility to further improve the controller performance could be to increase the stimulation frequency from 20 Hz to higher frequencies. This would increase the controller bandwidth. On the other hand, the muscles fatigue faster when stimulated with higher frequencies. Therefore, the optimal stimulation frequency must take into account both these two aspects. The effect of stimulation frequency on the tracking performance was recently tested in another study on three subjects, and the overall results were published in [29] . The main result of this study was that the optimal stimulation frequency with the respect to muscle fatigue and tracking performance is in the range of 30-40 Hz. This is higher than the stimulation frequency that was used in the present study.
Interesting would also be to try to develop a sliding mode controller based on a simplified model. However, further model simplifications could easily deteriorate the performance. Initial work with such a development was very recently reported in [30] , but the controller was tested only on one subject with only one special form of the reference trajectory that had a period of 20 s. This direction, thus, necessitates further research engagement.
During the fast movements (period 1.5 s) we have observed that the leg did not perform the desired knee flexion fast enough. During a fast knee flexion, the knee extensors were not stimulated, and the knee was flexed just due to the gravity torque. Knee flexion could be accelerated if knee flexors were stimulated to generate additional knee flexion torque. This was so far only shown in simulations, and was reported in [22] and [23] . Experiments with two-channel stimulation of the knee flexor/extensor muscle pair will, thus, be performed next. Knee flexor stimulation would also be needed to generate knee joint angles greater than 40 in the Lokomat experiments, where the hip had to be flexed for about 40 . The special Lokomat set-up with maximal hip flexion of 40 was responsible for reduced amplitudes of experimentally tested movements (20 -30 versus 60 in simulations, where a sitting position with 90 hip flexion was assumed).
The adaptation of the control law for the case of concurrent control of a flexor/extensor muscle pair, and especially for the case of the sliding mode FES controller augmented to control two or three joints will need further developments. The plan is to address these in the near future. Accurate closed-loop control of movements produced by several joints might be important to improve the function of the existing neural prostheses. Multijoint controller would especially be important for closed-loop control of standing up and sitting down, and for closed-loop control of arm and hand movement (reaching, grasping). Hand dexterity is well known to necessitate a precise motor control. To achieve these goals, new, modified sliding mode controllers will need to be developed. However, these controllers are expected to evolve as extensions of the FES controller presented in this manuscript.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel closed-loop FES controller for shank movement was designed and tested in computer simulations and actual experiments on healthy and SCI subjects. The controller achieved good tracking performance and the closed-loop system was always stable. A good tracking performance in the case of SCI subjects precluded absence of severe muscular atrophy. If the muscular atrophy limits the muscle force to such an extent that the maximal muscle force that can be generated with electrical stimulation is not sufficient to achieve a proper range of motion, the controller of course cannot compensate for this incapacity of the actuator.
Computer simulations were very helpful to examine the effects of variation of different controller parameters on the controller performance. They have furthermore demonstrated the expected robustness in presence of modeling errors. This robustness allowed a very fast controller tuning in case of different subjects, since the model parameters in the control law were not needed to be exactly known and, thus, there was no need to identify them for each subject separately.
The achieved results hold great promise to improve and augment the developed controller, and to actually employ it in implantable or external neural prostheses that necessitate accurate control of FES generated movements.
